Abstract-In this paper, we introduce a novel approach to interference cancellation (IC) for code division multiple access (CDMA) uplink transmission. Several models combining principles of serial (SIC) and parallel (PIC) interference cancellation are discussed. The proposed scheme is derived from the analysis of these hybrid models and applies a user configuration algorithm (termed "trickle") in order to provide improved bit-error-rate (BER) performance. The algorithm utilizes an adaptive matrix to compute the required configuration to be used for the subsequent interference cancellation stage. We demonstrate that significant performance improvements can be achieved over various hybrid schemes. A reduced-complexity version of the trickle algorithm is also introduced where the processing delay is greatly reduced while maintaining similar performance. We present several numerical examples through which we demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed algorithms relative to existing interference cancellation algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
C ONVENTIONAL CDMA systems employ single-user matched filter (MF) detection at the receiver where each user's signal is detected individually while other signals are treated as Gaussian noise [1] . Multiple-access interference (MAI) is considered one of the major limiting factors in CDMA systems. MAI stems from the asynchronous nature of the uplink channel where orthogonality between the spreading sequences of different users cannot be guaranteed. Reducing MAI can significantly improve the overall spectral efficiency. This can be achieved by means of multiuser detection (MUD) where interference caused by time offsets and fading are jointly estimated for all users to provide better detection for individual users. Previous work [2] − [4] has shown that optimum detection schemes are impractical due to their extremely high complexity. Thus, sub-optimal receiver structures have been the focus of much of the ensuing research concerning MUD [5] − [11] .
Hybrid-type MUD receivers have been proposed [7] , [8] combining benefits inherent to both SIC and PIC schemes. Users are first ordered in a decreasing fashion by signalto-noise ratio (SNR) providing more accurate early channel estimation due to stronger signal strength. The K users are then grouped into subgroups processed successively in stages resulting in improved performance for all users; those in earlier groupings due to high SNR, and those in later groupings where a large fraction of the total interference is removed prior to detection. Results have shown that by grouping users in variable group sizes, the bit error rate (BER) performance is further improved at the cost of increased processing delay.
In this paper, we propose an improved "trickle" user configuration model modified from conventional hybrid MUD schemes [8] , [9] . Two exponential designs are presented, providing the basis for the proposed algorithm. Through analysis, it is shown that better performance is achieved by employing user patterns with smaller initial group sizes. Accordingly, non-linearly varying group sizes are computed using a count matrix, determining the number of users required for each group. We also propose a low-complexity version of the trickle algorithm whereby the user configuration is modified by limiting the maximum number of iterations for a given group size in order to reduce the overall processing delay. The proposed trickle algorithms are based on a scheme first introduced in [12] . It is shown that the proposed algorithms exhibit significant improvements in performance over previous hybrid, conventional SIC and PIC schemes, as well as slight improvement over models employing exponentially varying group sizes.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide details concerning the signal model employed. Section III includes both the derivation and detailed description of the trickle algorithm. In Section IV, we compare the BER performance of the proposed trickle algorithm with both exponential schemes and previous standard hybrid designs, as well as provide timing analysis demonstrating gains in the overall processing delay. Section V concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND MOTIVATION

A. Signal Model
Consider the uplink of an asynchronous CDMA communication system with K active users. Binary phase shift keying (BPSK) is employed over a multipath channel with L paths. For the signal representing the lth path of the ith user, the MAI component is given by [7] 
whereα l,k represents the estimated path gains, T is the data bit period, P is the average signal power, b k denotes the bit sequence of the kth user, c k represents the corresponding Gold code sequence,τ l,k is the estimated asynchronous delay, and φ i is the estimated random phase of the ith user.
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B. Motivation
As with conventional SIC, users are ordered depending on the average signal strength. Interference is cancelled in stages successively, each stage consisting of a certain number of users determined by the applied algorithm and the corresponding total number of users. PIC is performed at every stage regardless of the number of users. One of the major limiting factors of the joint estimation involved in PIC receivers is the detrimental contributions by users with weaker signal strength. SIC can overcome this by processing the pre-ordered users individually, obtaining reliable channel estimates from the strongest user first, the next strongest user second, and so forth. Thus, subsequent users benefit from the reliable early estimates despite their weaker signal. However, the advantages of joint estimation are lost as users contribute to channel estimation accuracy only once.
The focus of this study is on developing a hybrid receiver capable of combining benefits inherent to both SIC and PIC. Previous models have provided user configuration schemes designed arbitrarily, albeit achieving improved BER performance as compared to conventional schemes. This study looks to optimize these models and provide an adaptive algorithm capable of adjusting to any given number of users.
III. DERIVATION OF THE TRICKLE ALGORITHM
It is both advantageous to process certain users repeatedly and counter-productive to process other users more than once. The proposed algorithm employs PIC at every stage, but contrary to standard PIC operation, all users are not included in every stage of the IC process. Joint estimation is utilized, albeit for various numbers of users per group. The initial stages include the strongest users exclusively in order to achieve improved joint estimation. Two options for such a design are presented in the following section.
A. Exponentially Varying Group Sizes
Each interference cancellation stage produces an estimate of the signal that is carried over to the next group of users. In order to take advantage of the more reliable early estimates, initial stages can be made to include fewer users, more specifically those exhibiting stronger signal power. This results in varying group sizes amongst different interference cancellation stages. However, channel estimation does not improve linearly with every stage. Thus, it is counter-intuitive to arrange users in linearly varying group sizes. Therefore, we increase the number of users in a non-linear manner.
Two novel hybrid IC schemes are investigated. Both schemes employ exponentially varying group sizes. The first involves a greater number of users in the early stages, attempting to take advantage of joint estimation to establish reliable early estimates. Latter stages increase in size, but in inverse exponential fashion. The second model begins with a single user found to be strongest and therefore most reliable, and increases the number of users exponentially for each stage until the K users are processed. The number of additional users per stage for the hybrid schemes is given by
, and U e = 2 s−2 , where U i and U e are the number of users to be added to a given stage for the inverse exponential and exponential schemes, respectively, and s is the index of the given stage. Equations for U i and U e are set as guidelines for the two models. They are arbitrary and are used merely as a means to compare two different strategies for early channel estimation. The first model is designed to benefit from the performance properties of the standard PIC scheme by first employing group-wise IC stages. The second model follows SIC principles during early IC stages, utilizing individual processing of users in order to obtain more accurate early estimates. Both models demonstrate identical system latency as the number of total stages is maintained. Sample configurations of both models for K = 8 users are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 .
Consider the initial stages of the inverse exponential scheme. Some of the users involved exhibit low signal power but are nonetheless implicated in the joint estimation process. The positive effect of the more diverse joint estimation is, to a certain extent, countered by a negative influence attributed to a relatively weak signal strength associated with these users. For higher values of SNR, there is a greater benefit in obtaining phase and amplitude estimates from a single reliable user rather than through joint estimation of many users. This correlates with the comparisons made between the performance of SIC and PIC when ignoring drawbacks regarding overall system latency. Comparatively, the exponential groupwise structure offers improved channel estimation for higher values of SNR and consequently demonstrates better BER performance. However, estimation can be further improved through additional iterations for stronger users, giving rise to the proposed trickle scheme described in the following section. 
B. The Trickle Algorithm
Motivated by similar factors as the exponential and inverse exponential group-wise schemes, the trickle algorithm employs non-linearly varying group sizes determined by the total number of users. A count matrix Q of dimension K × 2K is created in order to compute the number of IC iterations required for all users. Each row corresponds to one user and each column represents one IC stage. The users are ordered in a decreasing fashion according to their signal strength such that the top rows of the matrix represent the stronger users and the bottom rows the weaker ones. The system is first modeled as an upper-right triangular matrix thus replicating the appropriate processing pattern for K number of users as in [8] . Secondly, the last iterations from each of the first u rows are removed and redistributed amongst the first is the number of redistributions carried out by the trickle algorithm.
Thus, there are u iterations to be redistributed amongst v rows with the value of u changing with every repetition of the process denoted by i. The index u is created as such in order to ensure that the last column carries out detection for all users for any given value of K. It is also designed to limit the increase in the number of users to two for the latter columns of the matrix. Thus, joint estimation at a given stage involves no more than two additional users as compared to the previous stage, guarding against degradation in channel estimation which can arise when several users with weak signal strength are being processed simultaneously for the first time. For example, if a given stage carries five more users than the previous, the resulting channel estimation is affected by five potentially unreliable users and the negative contributions are propagated throughout the IC process. This limitation leads to better overall channel estimation and offers improved reliability over the exponential scheme shown in Fig.  2 .
The value of v is set such that the users with the strongest signal power receive the greatest number of redistributed iterations. In other words, the rows located in the top half of the Q matrix receive all redistributions and the corresponding users are consequently processed more often than those situated in the bottom half. The redistribution process begins at row v and continues through to row 1, each row acquiring j supplementary iterations for j = 1, 2, . . . , v , ensuring that the upper rows within the top half of the Q matrix receive even more iterations than those closer to row v. More explicitly, row v gains one iteration, row v−1 gains two, and so forth. Thus, the reliability of early channel estimation is further increased.
For the final step, the remaining v iterations left over from the original total u, given by v = u − ((v − 1) 2 + v − 1)/2, are added to row 1. For certain values of K, however, this can lead to a row 1 having fewer iterations than row 2. Once all redistributions are carried out, an inversion of the two first rows is added if necessary to ensure that the strongest user is in fact relied on more heavily than all other users.
The resulting matrix, denoted byQ, represents the trickle pattern applicable to the desired MUD detection scheme. It is important to note that the expressions describing u, v, and w are derived through experimentation and are optimized with regards to the proposed algorithm. They are computed as such in order to ensure a proper reconfiguration of users for any given value of K. Furthermore, for a given K, theQ matrix is unique and identical for every realization since its construction depends solely on K, not on the users' signal strength. Thus, the computation ofQ does not add to the system's overall processing delay as it can be pre-configured for any value of K.
Example 1: In this example, we consider the execution of the trickle algorithm for K = 7 users. The corresponding computation of theQ matrix is shown in detail in Fig. 3 . The following steps describe the process. 1) Create count matrix Q of dimension K × 2K: A matrix containing 7 rows and 14 columns is created. 2) Remove the first iterations from each of the first u rows and redistribute amongst the first v rows: i = 0, u = (7 − 1) − 2 × 0 = 6, and v = (7/2) = 3. In other words, the last iterations from rows 6 through 1 are eliminated and are inserted back into the matrix starting from row 3 through to the first row. carried out for K = 7 as row 1 does not contain fewer iterations than row
C. Improved Trickle Algorithm
As mentioned above, each row of theQ matrix represents a single user while each column represents an individual PIC stage along with the number of users involved. Certain columns are repeated many times, resulting in greater latency while failing to improve the BER performance. This is due to the negligible gains achieved by executing PIC for more than three iterations. Typical convergence of PIC operation occurs after three successive stages and, as shown in [6] , gains in the BER performance are greatly reduced following a third PIC run. By limiting each distinct grouping to a maximum of three repetitions in theQ matrix, the BER performance is maintained and the overall processing delay is reduced.
The configuration of the reduced matrix remains dependent on K and is therefore once again consistent for any given value of K. The improved algorithm does not increase the complexity as, similar to the original trickle scheme, matrix configurations can be constructed and stored prior to the detection process.
Also, the larger the number of users, the greater the number of reduced stages. Repeated columns occur more often when the redistribution process is carried out more frequently. Thus, the gains in performance for the improved trickle algorithm become especially significant for systems with larger values of K.
Example 2: For this example, let us consider the original Q matrix for K = 21 users shown in Fig. 4 . As can be seen, there are five distinct groupings that repeat for more than three stages. More specifically, columns containing one, three, four, five, and six users appear more than three times. The improved trickle algorithm reduces these groupings to a maximum of three stages by removing the excess columns from the original Q matrix. The columns to be removed are highlighted and numbered in Fig. 4 . The resulting reducedQ matrix carries 25 columns as opposed to 38. Once again, each column represents an IC stage and a reduction in stages correlates directly with a reduction in system latency. For K = 21, the improved trickle algorithm achieves a (38−25)÷38 = 34.2% reduction in total IC stages.
IV. RESULTS
We consider the uplink channel of a CDMA system with K = 20 users. BPSK modulation is employed and the spreading factor is set to N = 32. Consequently, the frame size is given by 38400/N = 1200. The system incorporates L = 3 multipaths with uniform power delay profile. Pilot data generated from a predetermined sequence known at the receiver, sent with the same SNR as the data generated subsequently, is used for initial channel estimation. Short channel delay spread is assumed such that the kth user bit interferes only with its adjacent neighboring bits. Furthermore, the channel parameters are assumed to remain static during the detection window. This prevents the necessity for the re-ordering of users and ensures the validity of the pre-configuredQ matrix. For comparison purposes, identical channel conditions are applied to all simulation runs. The performance comparison of the two schemes involving exponentially varying group sizes discussed in Section III validated theoretical expectations as the exponential scheme achieved superior BER performance for higher values of SNR. For SNR values greater than 12, the exponential scheme experienced an improvement of approximately 1dB over the inverse scheme. Thus, a greater improvement is demonstrated in channel estimates obtained from single users and small groups of users characterizing the initial stages of the exponential scheme, further validating the approach behind the construction of theQ matrix. Fig. 5 compares the performance of the proposed trickle algorithm to that of the standard MF receiver, both SIC and 3-stage PIC schemes, the hybrid receiver based on [7] consisting of linearly varying group sizes, as well as the superior of the two exponential models discussed above. Despite the increase in processing delay, the trickle algorithm greatly outperforms both SIC and PIC schemes. The trickle model also shows improvement over previous hybrid models, albeit to a much lesser degree when compared to the exponential scheme presented in Section III. Despite similar structures, however, the proposed scheme offers better BER performance at the cost of increased latency due to the greater number of total IC stages. As can be seen, greater improvement is achieved at higher values of SNR. The results presented offer a means of comparison for uncoded systems and nonetheless demonstrate the potential gains with regards to coded systems. Furthermore, in order to provide a more accurate comparison to previously designed schemes, the system parameters are generated such that the near-far effect is accounted for. At BER = 10 −3 , the trickle MUD receiver exhibits an improvement of more than 1.5 dB over the linear model, and an improvement of 0.7 dB over the exponential scheme presented in Section III.
Finally, when comparing the BER performance of the improved trickle algorithm with that of the original model prior to the reduction process, it was found that the difference in performance was at no point greater than 0.2 dB, both negligible and far less significant relative to the gains in overall system latency. This is consistent with theoretical expectations concerning PIC receivers where exceeding three iterations does not generally produce significantly superior results. Fig. 6 is a representation of the potential reduction in processing delay. Analysis of both the total number of IC stages as well as the total number of processing events is presented. By processing events we mean the total number of times all users are detected throughout the entire IC run. For example, for K = 7 shown in Fig. 3 , the number of processing events is 28. The number of stages is reduced only when the trickle configuration produces a repetition of more than three IC stages for a given group size. This happens for the first time at K = 11. The percent reduction in total number of IC stages increases with the number of users, reaching over 40% for the case where K = 30. It is once again important to note that the reduction achieved by the algorithm is identical for any realization of the algorithm as it depends on the number of users K. More specifically, the plot shown in Fig. 6 is universally true for all instances where the improved trickle algorithm is applied. The reduction in processing events illustrates the lack of degradation in the BER performance. By maintaining a sufficiently high number of processing events, the performance is also maintained. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a novel interference cancellation receiver structure incorporating a user algorithm derived from previous hybrid IC schemes, termed "trickle", in order to reduce the effects of MAI during the detection process. It is shown that the proposed improved trickle algorithm provides an improvement in BER performance over previously designed hybrid MUD receivers as well as significant improvement in overall system latency over the original trickle algorithm.
